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Relevant, Readable, and Accessible SOPs: 
A Guide to Updating Battalion TACSOPs 

 
Disclaimer: The Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) is hosting this product on its website to provide 
timely and relevant information to the force.  The publication has not been edited / illustrated by CALL 
  
 No one wants to do it. Everyone knows it needs to be done. Battalion Tactical Standard 
Operating Procedures often require updates. In some units the topic can be brushed aside with no real 
vigor in the update process (if it even happens). Units can fall into the trap of “being to busy” to start or 
complete updates. At times when some units manage to publish updates, the final product can be too 
large, too wordy, and not relevant for everyone who can learn from it. The following is a recommended 
guide for developing and updating BN TACSOPs. This guide was developed from the perspective of a 
Field Artillery Battalion preparing for a JRTC rotation.  What we found was that if the update process is 
organized and planned, any unit can implement improved SOPs that have the potential to be embraced 
by the unit from the date it is published.   
 

Relevant, usable/readable, and accessible can have different meanings for different units, but 
the following considerations can be explored before considering updates to the TACSOP. 

 
1) Is our BN TACSOP relevant? Examples of relevant considerations are: Is it relevant to the 

current unit structure, to the lowest level of Soldier, and how the unit should fight? When 
was the last update conducted?  Are units basing training events on the SOP? 
 

2) Is our BN TACSOP useable/readable? Examples of useable/readable considerations are: Can 
anyone pick up this product and understand the contents of a section? Did the last author of 
any given section write too much? Can a new PL or PSG understand the requirements or 
plan for DECON that the CBRN OIC developed? Are the reporting requirements nested with 
higher headquarters elements?  

 

3) Is our BN TACSOP accessible? Examples of accessible considerations are: Is a durable 
physical copy of the product distributed to the lowest appropriate level? Is the product 
enforced by leadership to be used and referenced during training events? Is a digital copy 
available to the unit on all available platforms to include JBC-P or JCR? Do Soldiers know 
how to access the SOP if they cannot access the physical product? 

 
Define the intent of the editing: The point in which we determined that we should conduct a full re-
write of the BN TACSOP, we defined the intent for editing. The intent we used was the following: 
  

Create a relevant, useful, easy to understand, and accessible product that is easy to update after 
initial publishing. Separate TOCSOP, TACSOP, and PSOP topics to enable usability at the lowest levels and 
better facilitate updates. Use the re-write of the TACSOP as a series of LPD events for assigned 
sections/units in the battalion to brief their recommended changes to councils or boards. Use the LPDs to 
generate organizational buy-in to the new product.  
 
Set a Hard Publish Date: We had more than 18 months to prepare a new TACSOP prior to a rotation to 
JRTC. But in the meantime all of the primary staff except the Chaplain were deployed to two different 
AORs (EUCOM and AFRICOM), and most of the Battalion was back a Fort Campbell.  By the time the 
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Battalion staff was to return, we would have less than 3 months before the Battalion’s culminating 
training event, and 9 months to prepare for a CTC rotation. We set a publish date to allow lessons 
learned edits from several field training events, and to ensure we had the final hard copies before the 
scheduled brigade FTX. On the most condensed timeline we found it would be feasible for a good 
product to be staffed and generated in about 4 months-from start to finish. Below is the “Plan to Plan” 
schedule for our TACSOP revision. Battalion events were listed with Training Weeks at the top, while 
TACSOP Boards and Councils were planned around training events.  
 

 
 
Assign the Project Officer: We selected our Project Officer (PO) considering motivation, organizational 
understanding, and PCS timeline to get the job completed. We eventually selected a high performing 
former Battery XO on her way to the Captains Career Course. The PO was in charge of recording all 
meeting outputs, setting the schedules for inputs and due dates, reminding assigned units/sections 
about products due, compiling the draft and final versions, arranging final print, and creating the 
distribution plan. Below is a screen shot of the excel document the PO used to help track all of the 
information necessary for the revision.  
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Revision Process Outlined: No one wants to sit in meetings all day. We developed a series of drags, 
councils, and boards to streamline the revision progress. Across all the meetings, we had maximum 
participation from Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the unit.  

  
TACSOP Drags: Our unit conducted three separate TACSOP Drags. These were the longest meetings, but 
we organized them in a way that were quick decisions. If kept on schedule these meetings lasted 
between 60-90 minutes. Drag #1 reviewed only the existing table of contents. Drag #2 was an azimuth 
check on the revision processes thus far. Drag #3 was the final approval meeting for the TACSOP.  

 
TACSOP Drag#1: The group in attendance spent a maximum of 30 seconds on each topic from only the 
table of contents, with physical or digital copies of the TACSOP on hand. In attendance were all staff 
OICs, NCOICs, Master Gunners, and several SMEs from units. This meeting was ran by the PO and 
chaired by the Battalion Executive Officer. As the table of contents was reviewed, group members 
reviewed personal copies of the TACSOP. As each section was listed off, the group quickly considered 
relevance, usability/readability and discussed and the following:  

1. Should this topic be removed from the TACSOP (is it irrelevant, redundant, “fluff doctrine,” or of 
little use?) 

2. Does this topic only require a minor edit? (no formal update) 
3. Should this topic have a major revision? 

a. Should it go to the TACSOP Council? Or 
b. Should it go to the TACSOP Board? (see below for description) 

4. Should this topic be in the TACSOP, TOCSOP or both? 
5. After every topic was reviewed answering the above questions the following was asked: 

a. What topics should be added to the TACSOP? 
 
Action after Drag #1: 

1. PO and CSM assigned unit or section responsibility for updates. 
2. PO set the Council and Board Schedule. 
3. PO sets submission dates for updates  
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4. S3 shop published OPORD for TACSOP re-write. 
 
Councils: TACSOP Councils were NCO led, briefed, and actioned. The PO kept records and facilitated this 
meeting. Each TACSOP Council meeting was chaired by the CSM. Other members of the council were the 
1SGs and Master Gunners. During each council meeting, selected NCOs in the Battalion briefed their 
proposed changes to the previously assigned topics. The Council discussed the proposed changes and 
approved or rejected concepts. Proposed changes that were rejected were re-drafted and briefed at 
follow-on Councils. These meetings normally lasted approximately 10 minutes per topic (1-2 pages). 4 
topics were planned for each council, with time allotted in follow-on council meetings for changes that 
were not approved.  
 
Boards: TACSOP Boards were chaired by the XO and ran by the PO. Members of the board were 
commanders, primary staff officers, and the Master Gunners. Similar to the council, the board approved 
or rejected briefed SOP changes. Changes that needed more work, were re-drafted and briefed at a later 
time. Board meetings normally lasted no more than 10 minutes per topic (1-2 pages). 4 topics were 
planned for each board, with time allotted in follow-on board meetings for changes that were not 
approved. 
 
Drag #2: This intent of Drag#2 was to convene the XO, CSM, primary staff, command teams, and master 
gunners for an azimuth check on the state of the revision. At this meeting, the TACSOP, in digital form 
was displayed via projector on the wall. Each page was reviewed. The following was succinctly 
confirmed with the group: 

1. Has the change been updated? 
a. If so, are there any major issues?  

2. What unit or section is responsible for this change? 
3. If the suspense has been missed, when will the change be briefed? Does the unit or section have 

a valid request for an extension? 
4. Based off of any training conducted since re-write began, should any topic be added or 

removed? 
 
Drag #3: The intent of Drag #3 was the final meeting for approval of the TACSOP. Prior to this meeting, 
all councils and boards approved changes to the TACSOP. The Battalion XO chaired the meeting with the 
CSM. All Battery Command Teams, Master Gunners, Staff, and individuals that developed changes to the 
TACSOP were present. All individuals present had digital or physical copies of the final version on hand. 
In less than 75 minutes, the group reviewed every page. The follow questions were asked: 

1. Are there any major issues with this page or topic? 
a. If anyone in the room answered this question “yes”. The reasoning was quickly stated, 

and if there was a general concurrence, that topic was set for a final council or board 
meeting. 

2. Are there any minor issues with this page or topic? 
a. If there was a minor issue (format, spelling, etc) that issue was quickly noted by the PO 

for correction. 
 
Additional Considerations: 
 
Unit AARs: During our SOP revision, we planned on some processes we could have executed more 
thoroughly. Part of the initial plan was to have a robust and disciplined AAR system. Below is an example 
of the unit AAR format. The example unit AAR format below has several out-puts that assist in SOP 
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revision. The first section in the top right, correlates directly to the SOP revision process as the current 
SOP is written. At the bottom, the assessment of equipment directly ties to the SOP as the unit should 
constantly revising packing lists based on MTOE changes or purchased equipment. Routine sustains and 
improves can also have impacts on the SOP as well.  
 

 
 

Final Product: As we hit the midpoint of the revision process, we began to plan what type of product we 
were going to order. We had several considerations for the final physical version of the product see 
notes below. 
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(Top Left): Small Enough to fit in a cargo 
pocket, easy to read check list style 
information that is not redundant or too 
wordy, printed on a tear resistant paper, top 
and bottom section title makes the 
document easier to navigate. 
(Top Right and Bottom Left): The decision for 
ring clips was made to facilitate single page 
updates to the TACSOP.  
(Bottom Left): Version control was planned 
to be executed at the BN Level to assist in 
further updates.  
 

 
Organizational Buy-in: We put a lot of effort into ensure shared understanding with the plan. We did 

generate significant organizational buy-in to the new TACSOP at most of the platoon level leadership 

and higher. However, even with Operations Orders, briefs to key individuals, and robust planning, we 

could have done better to ensure subordinate units understood this plan. Often, Officers or NCOs 

arrived to councils or boards having put little thought or development into proposed changes. Some 

individuals were not aware of the TACSOP “Plan to Plan,” and claimed they only had a day or two to get 

ready. To alleviate this issue, a recommended course of action could be for the PO to attend company 

level training meetings, brief the plan, instruct units/sections on requirements, and receive the point of 

contact that would be responsible to provide comments. This will generate more organizational buy-in 

to the product and facilitate further subordinate level input rather than a single NCO or Officer who is 

briefing and recommending changes.  

TACSOP Project Officer SOP: In order to ensure continuity the TACSOP Project Officer created an 

internal SOP to facilitate personnel change over. Below is a copy of continuity information that includes 

distribution procedures, accountability, managing revisions, and printing information.  
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Conclusion: What we found during this revision process was that our previous SOPs were largely based 

on another unit’s SOPs. Often that unit was referenced and other installations were referenced in the 

material. We were able to remove information that was referenced in other publications or documents 

that had the potential to be outdated. We reduced the size of the TACSOP by more than 100 pages and 

drastically reduced the word count to make the document more user friendly. The lowest level user now 

had the ability to access relevant and easier to understand processes. During the unit’s rotation to JRTC, 

observers gave considerable praise about the document.  
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